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The story of the origin of a young girl who holds more power than she could ever believe.
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1 - Entry 1

THE ANGEL’S MISSING HEART
A KINGDOM HEARTSSTORY
 
PREQUEL 
The origin of mega
 
             This log shall containthe daily events of our watch over the worlds we gods know.  This log is in
possession of Hikari, kurayami, Yami, Seidaku, and Natalishia, thegods of all universes.
 
Log entry 1
My mind has been troubled for quite sometime.  Through all of these universes,there is but one world
that is of great need of help.  It is a barren wasteland that is alwaysdark.  No amount of magic we use is
ableto penetrate the darkness that surrounds this world.  It’s as if there is a force field thatforbids things
to either leave or enter. Hikari tells me everyday that she can here the cries of help coming fromthe
children trapped there.  My heartfeels as if there are indeed people who are calling for help.  We call this
world, Darkness Hold.  We must do something, for the lives of allthose who cannot escape the gaze of
the darkness’ spell. 
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Log Entry 2
            Today, we had a meeting aboutDarkness Hold.  The main topic was to thinkof an idea to help
shed light upon it. We searched through hundreds of books that might have a spell strongenough to do
away with the darkness on ALL worlds.  Kurayami finally remembered a book she read along time ago
and brought it out.  Shefound a special page that had a very powerful spell.  The spell would create a
guardian that wouldwatch over all dimensions and bring its special element to all worlds.  The spell was
perfect.  We shall create a guardian of light.  The special power they will bring will keepus all in the
watch of the light.    
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Entry 3
            The spell that will give us aguardian is very complicated.  The spellrequires that we combine our
powers in the correct and exact moments on the nightof the Silver Harvest Moons.  Since thisis in only a
week, we have practiced until we collapse in unconsciousness.  Kurayami keeps asking why we do this
if itpractically kills us, and I remind her that it’s for all the innocent.  Although she may scoff, she means
well, Iknow.  One night, I went to see the onewe chose to grant the powers on.  Every timeI look into her
empty eyes, I remember what Hikari told me, “She may act and look like everyone else,but her heart
and mind will not.  Shewill have no memories to recall of her past. She will not know her origins.”
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